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Abstract
Many algorithms and data structures employing hashing have been
analyzed under the uniform hashing assumption, i.e., the assumption that
hash functions behave like truly random functions. In this paper it is
shown how to implement hash functions that can be evaluated on a RAM
in constant time, and behave like truly random functions on any set of n
inputs, with high probability. The space needed to represent a function
is O(n) words, which is the best possible (and a polynomial improvement
compared to previous fast hash functions). As a consequence, a broad class
of hashing schemes can be implemented to meet, with high probability, the
performance guarantees of their uniform hashing analysis.
1 Introduction
Hashing is an important tool for designing and implementing randomized al-
gorithms and data structures. The basic idea is to use a function h : U → V ,
called a hash function, that “mimics” a random function. In this way a “ran-
dom” value h(x) can be associated with each element from the domain U . This
has been useful in many applications in, for example, information retrieval, data
mining, cryptology, and parallel algorithms.
Many algorithms have been carefully analyzed under the assumption of uni-
form hashing, i.e., assuming that the hash function employed is a truly random
function. As the representation of a random function requires |U | log |V | bits, it
is usually not feasible to actually store a randomly chosen function. For many
years hashing was largely a heuristic, and one used fixed functions that were
empirically found to work well in cases where truly random functions could be
shown to work well.
∗Partially supported by the Future and Emerging Technologies programme of the EU under
contract number IST-1999-14186 (ALCOM-FT).
†Basic Research in Computer Science (www.brics.dk), funded by the Danish National Re-
search Foundation.
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The gap between hashing algorithms and their analysis narrowed with the
advent of universal hashing [7]. The key insight was that it is often possible
to get provable performance guarantees by choosing hash functions at random
from a small family of functions (rather than from the family of all functions).
The importance of the family being small is, of course, that a function from
the family can be stored succinctly. Following universal hashing, many hash
function families have been proposed (e.g., [3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21]),
and their performance analyzed in various settings.
One property of the choice of hash function that often suffices to give per-
formance guarantees is that it maps each set of k elements in U to uniformly
random and independent values, where k is some parameter that depends on the
application. If this holds for a random function from a family H of functions,
H is called k-wise independent. The hash functions described by Carter and
Wegman in [7], for example, were 2-wise independent. The first constructions of
k-wise independent families required time Ω(k) for evaluating a hash function.
(Here, and in the rest of the paper, we will consider complexity on a RAM with
word size Θ(log |U | + log |V |).) A breakthrough was made by Siegel [21], who
showed that high independence is achievable with relatively small families of
hash functions that can be evaluated in constant time.
The two main performance parameters of a hash function family is the
space needed to represent a function and the time necessary to compute a
given function value from a representation. A lower bound on the number of
bits needed to achieve k-wise independence is Ω(k) words [2, 9], and there are
constructions using O(k) words of space in the case where |U | and |V | are
powers of the same prime. Sometimes there is a trade-off between the space
used to represent a function and its evaluation time. For example, Siegel’s
k-wise independent family requires k1+Ω(1) words of space to achieve constant
evaluation time, for |U | = kO(1).
If one applies Siegel’s family with k = n to a set S of n elements, it will map
these to independent and uniformly random values. We say that it is uniform
on S. However, the superlinear space usage means that, in many possible
applications, the hash function description itself becomes asymptotically larger
than all other parts of the data structure. In this paper we present a family
of hash functions that has the same performance as Siegel’s family on any
particular set of n elements, and improves space to the optimal bound of O(n)
words.
Theorem 1 Let S ⊆ U be a set of n elements. For any constant c > 0 there
is an algorithm constructing a random family of functions from U to V in o(n)
time and space, such that:
• With probability 1 − O(n−c) the family is uniform on S.
• There is a data structure of O(n) words words representing its functions
such that function values can be computed in constant time. The data
structure can be initialized to a random function in O(n) time.
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1.1 Implications
The fact that the space usage is linear in n means that a large class of hashing
schemes can be implemented to perform, with high probability, exactly as if
uniform hashing was used, increasing space by at most a constant factor. This
means that our family makes a large number of analyses performed under the
uniform hashing assumption “come true” with high probability.
Two comprehensive surveys of early data structures analyzed under the
uniform hashing assumption can be found in the monographs of Gonnet [15] and
Knuth [17]. Gonnet provides more than 100 references to books, surveys and
papers dealing with the analysis of classic hashing algorithms. This large body
of work has made the characteristics of these schemes very well understood,
under the uniform hashing assumption. As the classic hashing algorithms are
often very simple to implement, and efficient in practice, they seem to be more
commonly used in practice than newer schemes with provably good behavior1.
While our family is not likely to be of practical importance for these hashing
schemes, it does provide a theoretical “bridge” justifying the uniform hashing
assumption for a large class of them. Previously, such justifications have been
made for much more narrow classes of hashing schemes, and have only dealt
with certain performance parameters (see, e.g., [19, 20]).
In addition to the classic hashing schemes, our hash functions provide a
provably efficient implementation of a recent load balancing scheme of Azar et
al. [4].
1.2 Overview of the paper
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we provide the back-
ground information necessary to understand our construction. Specifically,
we survey Siegel’s construction, which will play an important role. Section 3
presents our construction and its analysis. Finally, section 4 gives a number of
applications of our result.
2 Background
The main result of this paper can be seen as an extension of Siegel’s family of
high performance hash functions [21, 22]. The motivation for Siegel’s work was
that many algorithms employing hashing can be shown to work well if the hash
functions are chosen at random from a k-wise independent family of functions,
for suitably large k.
Definition 1 A family H of functions from U to V is k-wise independent if,
for any set of distinct elements x1, . . . , xk ∈ U , and any y1, . . . , yk ∈ V , when
h ∈ H is chosen uniformly at random,
Pr[h(x1) = y1, . . . , h(xk) = yk] = |V |−k .
1One could argue that hashing will always be a heuristic on real, deterministic machines.
However, cryptographic applications have made it increasingly common to equip computers
with a hardware random number generator, such as in Intel’s 8xx chipsets.
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In other words, a random function from a k-wise independent family acts like
a truly random function on any set of k elements of U . In this paper we will
assume that the range V of hash functions is the set of elements in some group
R = (V,⊕), where the group operation ⊕ can be performed in constant time
on a RAM. There are many such examples of groups, for example those with
group operations addition modulo |V | and bitwise exclusive or.
Siegel primarily considered the case in which |U | = kO(1). He showed that
in this case one can, for arbitrary constants c, ε > 0, construct, in o(k) time
and space, a family of functions from U to V such that:
• The family is k-wise independent with probability 1 − k−c.
• There is a data structure of k1+ε words words representing its functions
such that function values can be computed in constant time. The data
structure can be initialized to a random function in k1+ε time.
The positive probability that the family is not k-wise independent is due to the
fact that Siegel’s construction relies on a certain type of expander graph that,
in lack of an explicit construction, is found by selecting a graph at random
(and storing it). However, there is a small chance that the randomly chosen
graph is not the desired expander, in which case there is no guarantee on the
performance of the family. Also, there seems to be no known efficient way of
generating a graph at random and verifying that it is the desired expander.
(However, a slightly different class of expanders can be efficiently generated in
this way [1].)
It is no coincidence that Siegel achieves constant evaluation time only for
|U | = kO(1). He shows the following trade-off between evaluation time and the
size of the data structure:
Theorem 2 (Siegel [21]) For any k-wise independent family H of functions
from U to V , any data structure using m words of O(log |V |) bits to represent a
function from H requires worst case time Ω(min(logm/k(|U |/k), k)) to evaluate
a function.
Note that when using optimal space, i.e., m = O(k), one must use time
Ω(min(log(|U |/k), k)) to evaluate a function. Siegel’s upper bound extends to
the case where |U | is not bounded in terms of k. However, in this case the lack of
an explicit expander construction results in an exponentially larger evaluation
time than in the first term of the lower bound.
Theorem 2 establishes that high independence requires either high evalu-
ation time or high space usage when |U | is large. A standard way of getting
around problems with hashing from a large domain is to first perform a domain
reduction, where elements of U are mapped to elements of a smaller domain
U ′ using, say, universal hashing. As this mapping cannot be 1-1, the domain
reduction forces some hash function values to be identical. However, for any
particular set S of n elements, the probability of two elements in S mapping to
the same element of U ′ can be made low by choosing |U ′| = nO(1) sufficiently
large.
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Definition 2 A family of functions defined on U is uniform on the set S ⊆ U
if its restriction to S is |S|-wise independent.
Using domain reduction with Siegel’s family described above, one gets the
following result. For k = n it is similar to our main theorem, except that the
space usage is superlinear.
Theorem 3 (Siegel [21, 22]) Let S ⊆ U be a set of n = kO(1) elements. For
any constants ε, c > 0 there is an algorithm constructing a random family
SI(U, V, k, n, c, ε) of functions from U to V in o(k) time and space, such that:
• With probability 1 − n−c the family is k-wise independent on S.
• There is a data structure of O(k1+ε) words words representing its functions
such that function values can be computed in constant time. The data
structure can be initialized to a random function in O(k1+ε) time.
With current expander “technology”, Siegel’s construction exhibits high
constant factors. Other proposals for high performance hash functions, due
to Dietzfelbinger and Meyer auf der Heide [12, 13], appear more practical.
However, these families only exhibit O(1)-wise independence and appear to be
difficult to analyze in general.
3 Hash function construction
In this section we describe our hash function family and show Theorem 1. We
use the notation T [i] to denote the ith entry in an array (or vector) T . By [m]
we denote the set {1, . . . ,m}.
3.1 The hash function family
Definition 3 Let R = (V,⊕) be a group, let G be a family of functions from U
to V , and let f1, f2 : U → [m]. We define the family of functions
H(f1, f2,G) = {x 7→ T1[f1(x)] ⊕ T2[f2(x)] ⊕ g(x) | T1, T2 ∈ V m and g ∈ G}.
A similar way of constructing a function family was presented in [12]. The
novel feature of the above definition is the use of two values looked up in tables,
rather than just one. The hash function family used to prove Theorem 1 uses
Siegel’s construction of function families to get the functions f1 and f2 and the
family G in the above definition.
Definition 4 For n ≤ |U | and any constant c > 0 we define the random fam-
ily Hn,c = H(f1, f2,G) of functions as follows: Construct the random families
G = SI(U, V,√n, n, c, 1/2) and F = SI(U, [4n],√n, n, c, 1/2) according to The-
orem 3, and pick f1 and f2 independently at random from F .
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3.2 Properties of the family
For a set S ⊆ U and two functions f1, f2 : U → [m] let G(f1, f2, S) = (A,B,E)
be the bipartite graph with vertex sets A = {a1, . . . , am} and B = {b1, . . . , bm},
and edge set E = {ex = (af1(x), bf2(x)) | x ∈ S}, where ex is labeled by x. Note
that there may be parallel edges.
We define a cyclic subgraph E′ ⊆ E of a graph as a subset of the edges such
that there is no vertex incident to exactly one edge in E′. A graph’s cyclic part
C ⊆ E is the maximal cyclic subgraph in the graph, i.e., the edges in cycles
and edges in paths connecting cycles.
Lemma 1 Let S ⊆ U be a set of n elements and let G be a family of functions
from U to V that is k-wise independent on S. If the total number of edges in the
cyclic part of G(f1, f2, S) = (A,B,E) is at most k, then H(f1, f2,G) is uniform
on S.
Proof. Let S′ be the set of all elements x ∈ S where the corresponding edge ex
is in the cyclic part C of G(f1, f2, S).
The proof is by induction. First, assume that |E \ C| = 0. Since S = S′
and g is chosen from a k-wise independent family and |S′| ≤ k we can conclude
that H(f1, f2,G) is uniform on S.
It remains to show that H(f1, f2,G) is uniform on S when |E \ C| ≥ 1.
Among the edges in E \ C there has to be at least one edge with one unique
endpoint. Let ex∗ = (af1(x∗), bf2(x∗)) be such an edge, x
∗ ∈ S \ S′. W.l.o.g. as-
sume that af1(x∗) is the unique endpoint. By induction it holds that H(f1, f2,G)
is uniform on S \ {x∗}. For h ∈ H(f1, f2,G) chosen at random, all values h(x)
for x ∈ S \ {x∗} are independent of the value T1[f1(x∗)]. Additionally, given
g ∈ G and all entries in vectors T1 and T2 except T1[f1(x∗)], h(x∗) is uniformly
distributed when choosing T1[f1(x∗)] at random. Hence H(f1, f2,G) is uniform
on S.
2
Lemma 2 For each set S of size n, and for f1, f2 : U → [4n] chosen at random
from a family that is k-wise independent on S, k ≥ 32, the probability that the
cyclic part C of the graph G(f1, f2, S) has size at least k is n/2Ω(k).
Proof. Assume that |C| ≥ k and that k is even (w.l.o.g.). Either there is a
connected cyclic subgraph in G(f1, f2, S) of size at least k/2 or there is a cyclic
subgraph of size k′, where k/2 < k′ ≤ k. In the first case there is a connected
subgraph in G(f1, f2, S) with exactly k/2 edges and at most k/2 + 1 vertices.
In the second case there is a subgraph with k′ edges and at most k′ vertices in
G(f1, f2, S), where k/2 < k′ ≤ k.
In the following we will count the number of different edge labeled subgraphs
with k′ edges and at most k′ + 1 vertices for k/2 ≤ k′ ≤ k to bound the
probability of such a subgraph to appear in G(f1, f2, S). Hence, we also get an
upper bound on the probability that |C| is at least k. Note that since f1 and
f2 are chosen from a k-wise independent family, each subset of at most k edges
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will be random and independent. We will only consider subgraphs with at most
k edges.
To count the number of different subgraphs with k′ edges and at most
k′ + 1 vertices, for k/2 ≤ k′ ≤ k, in a bipartite graph G = (A,B,E) with
|A| = |B| = 4n and |E| = n, we count the number of ways to choose the edge
labels, the vertices, and the endpoints of the edges such that they are among




) ≤ (en/k′)k′ ways.
Since the number of vertices in the subgraph is at most k′ + 1, and they are
chosen from 8n vertices in G, the total number of ways in which they can be





) ≤ (8en/(k′ + 1))k′+1. Let ka and kb be the
number of vertices chosen from A and B, respectively. The number of ways to
choose an edge such that it has both its endpoints among the chosen vertices
is kakb ≤ ((k′ + 1)/2)2k′ . In total, the number of different subgraphs with k′
edges and up to k′ + 1 vertices is at most
(en/k′)k
′ · (8en/(k′ + 1))k′+1 · ((k′ + 1)/2)2k′




≤ 8enk′+1 · (634 · n2)k
′
,
using k′ ≥ k/2 ≥ 16.
There are in total (4n)2k
′
graphs with k′ specific edges. In particular, the
probability that k′ specific edges form a particular graph is (4n)−2k′ , using k′-
wise independence. To get an upper bound on the probability that there is
some subgraph with k′ edges and at most k′ + 1 vertices, where k/2 ≤ k′ ≤ k,




k′+1 · (634 · n2)k




k′+1 · (6364 )k
′
≤ (k/2 + 1) · 8enk/2+1 · (6364)k/2
= n/2Ω(k) .
2
Proof of Theorem 1. We will show that the random family Hn,c of Definition 4
fulfills the requirements in the theorem. Assume w.l.o.g. that
√
n is integer.
The families G = SI(U, V,√n, n, c, 1/2) and F = SI(U, [4n],√n, n, c, 1/2) are
both
√
n-wise independent with probability 1 − n−c for sets of size up to n
according to Theorem 3. If F is √n-wise independent then by Lemma 2 the
probability that the cyclic part of graph G(f1, f2, S) has size at most
√
n is at




n ≥ 32. We can assume w.l.o.g. that √n ≥ 32, since
otherwise the theorem follows directly from Theorem 3. When the cyclic part
of graph G(f1, f2, S) has size at most
√
n then, by Lemma 1, Hn,c is uniform on
S if G is √n-wise independent. The probability that G is √n-wise independent,
F is √n-wise independent, and that the cyclic part of graph G(f1, f2, S) has
size at most
√
n is altogether (1 − n−c)2(1 − n−Ω(
√
n)) = 1 − O(n−c).
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The construction of Hn.c, i.e., constructing F and G and choosing f1 and f2,
can according to Theorem 3, be done in time and space o(n). The space usage
of a data structure representing a function from Hn,c is O(n) words for T1 and
T2, and o(n) words for storing g ∈ G. The initialization time is dominated by
the time used for initializing T1 and T2 to random arrays. Function values can
clearly be computed in constant time. 2
4 Applications
We now characterize a class of data structures that, when used with our hash
function construction, behave exactly as if uniform hashing was used, in the
sense that at any time it holds (with high probability) that the probability
distribution over possible memory configurations is the same. We give a number
of examples of data structures falling into this class.
Definition 5 A data structure with oracle access to a hash function h : U →
V is n-hash-dependent if there is a function f mapping operation sequences
to subsets of U of size at most n, such that after any sequence of operations
O1, . . . , Ot, the memory configuration depends only on O1, . . . , Ot, the random
choices made by the data structure, and the function values of h on the set
f(O1, . . . , Ot).
The following is an immediate implication of Theorem 1.
Theorem 4 Consider a sequence of nO(1) operations on an n-hash-dependent
RAM data structure with a random hash function oracle. For any constant
c > 0, the oracle can be replaced by a random data structure using O(n) words
of space and increasing time by at most a constant factor, such that with proba-
bility 1−O(n−c) the distribution of memory configurations after each operation
remains the same.
At first glance, the theorem concerns only what the data structure will look
like, and does not say anything about the behavior of queries. However, in most
cases O(n)-hash-dependence is maintained if we extend a data structure to write
down in memory, say, the memory locations inspected during a query. Using
the theorem on this data structure one then obtains that also the distribution
of memory accesses during queries is preserved when using our class of hash
functions.
The additional space usage of O(n) words can be reduced if U is much larger
than V by packing several log |V | bit entries of the arrays T1 and T2 in each
Θ(log |U |) bit word. It should be noted that although O(n) words may be of
the same order as the space used by the rest of the data structure, there are
many cases where it is negligible. For example, if more than a constant number
of words of associated information is stored with each key in a hash table, the
space usage for our hash function is a vanishing part of the total space.
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4.1 Examples
In the following we describe some n-hash-dependent hashing schemes.
Insertion only hash tables. One class of hash tables that are clearly n-hash-
dependent are those that support only insertions of elements, have a bound of
n on the number of elements that can be inserted (before a rehash), and use h
only on inserted elements. This is the primary kind of scheme considered by
Gonnet in [15], and includes linear probing, double hashing, quadratic hashing,
ordered hashing, Brent’s algorithm, chained hashing, coalesced hashing, and
extendible hashing.
Many such schemes are extended to support deletions by employing “dele-
tion markers”. However, as noted by Knuth [17], deleting many elements in this
way tends to lead to very high cost for unsuccessful searches. It thus makes
sense to rebuild such data structures (with a new hash function) when the total
number of insertions and deletions reaches some number n (around the size of
the hash table). If this is done, the hashing scheme remains n-hash-dependent.
Deletion independent hash tables. Some hash tables have the property
that deleting an element x leaves the data structure in exactly the state it
would have been in if x had never been inserted. In particular, the state depends
exclusively on the current set of elements, the order in which they were inserted,
and their hash function values. If the capacity of the hash table is bounded by
n, such a data structure is n-hash-dependent.
An example of the above is a hash table using linear probing, with the
deletion algorithm in [17]. Also, chained hashing methods have deletion in-
dependent pointer structure. In particular, for those methods we get n-hash-
dependence up to pointer structure equivalence.
Load balancing. A load balancing scheme of Azar et al. [4], further devel-
oped and analyzed in [5, 23], can also be thought of as a hashing data structure.
This scheme has been analyzed under the uniform hashing assumption. It has
the property that an element in the hash table never needs to be moved once it
has been placed, while at the same time, the worst case time for accessing an
element remains very low.
Theorem 4 implies that, in the insertion only case, this data structure can be
efficiently implemented such that the uniform hashing analysis holds with high
probability. This means, in turn, that this is also true for the load balancing
scheme.
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